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Traffi cology, [trah-fi k-ol-uh-jee], noun , 1. The study of traffi c, 2. Objective, the capacity to maximise revenue
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Trafficology has partnered 
with data expert Casino City 
Press, to provide insight into 
website and traffic trends 
across affiliate industries – 
predominantly in gaming but 
including others. In this edition, 
we review affiliate programmes 
per vertical for July 2021. The 
below is a breakdown of the 
top 10 sites globally, including 
both desktop and mobile, 
sorted by: overall ranking, 
casino ranking, sports betting 
ranking, poker ranking, lottery 
ranking and financial ranking
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LOTTERY

POKER FINANCIAL

SPORTS BETTING

Rankings are estimated using statistical data and should not be considered absolute ranking values. More than 
50 complementary top lists are available on the iGamingDirectory.com website operated by Casino City Press.
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xlmedia

Don’t forget the hype
In an exclusive interview with Trafficology, Jason Ziernicki, Head of US Audience 
at XLMedia, speaks to Isabella Aslam about maintaining an audience through 

marketing strategies and the post-Covid future of sportsbooks

Given your expertise, could you tell me a little bit about your 
background and the steps that brought you to being an owner 
and operator of many popular sports websites?
Back in 2011, I was involved with daily fantasy sports here in the  
US – we didn’t have regulated sports betting then. At the time, 
it was the closest thing we had, when daily fantasy sports took 
off with DraftKings and FanDuel. In that time, it was the next 
great sport affiliate opportunity here in the States. So that was 
where I went and created some sites around that niche and the 
understanding of what was coming forwards. Fingers crossed it 
was the regulation of sports betting.

We were the number one DraftKings affiliate and top five for 
FanDuel. And then we rode that wave into regulation of sports 
betting here in the States. Then, ultimately, we were acquired by 
XLMedia last December. They took my sites, they took my business 
partner’s sites, then we all came in to be part of XLMedia’s US 
launch. They didn’t have anything in the US, so we represent that.

What is it that sports betting companies are doing to continue  
to attract customers and maintain their attention until the  
NFL kicks off?
Years ago, we didn’t have a social media approach like what 
we have now. So, sportsbook operators have an unbelievable 
advantage these days in creating ‘hype.’ It just simply wasn’t 
there before. Barstool Sports has an unbelievable reach on social 
media and through podcasts. For years, the College World Series  
in baseball just kind of sat in this little pocket of interest on ESPN, 
but when Barstool started, they sent their personalities to the 
games and all of a sudden there was this grand interest in the 
College World Series. Which means this lull can be filled via hype  
of sportsbooks. But that’s a very small niche.

What we are seeing on a practical application of it is that UFC 
fights are doing huge numbers. Mega numbers. I don’t think most 
people understand the popularity of that sport or understand it 
has a very different user base and audience, which isn’t necessarily 
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involved or participating in football, basketball, golf or anything 
like that. 

So they are all coming in, especially these Conor McGregor 
fights: the McGregor fights are absolutely mad. We wouldn’t put 
those on par with NFL week one because those numbers are huge; 
but in terms of user acquisition, they are surprisingly, shockingly 
high for a McGregor fight. One thing I would point out is early 
state bonuses or pre-open bonuses; so, if you’re in Wyoming or 
Arizona, DraftKings and FanDuel will give you $100 in free bets 
just for downloading their app. It’s another way to focus on new 
acquisitions. 

Given your company’s experience, what are the tactics used 
to maintain and even grow a customer base, and what are 
you doing specifically at XLMedia? Also, do you think your 
marketing experience has helped pave the way for a step up  
in the industry?
There’s no doubt that my marketing knowledge has helped.  
We have learned a lot of the SEO side and it’s something we 
were really able to figure out and build that niche. The ability to 
build a multi-level funnel to help bring in new customers from 
sportsbooks is extremely difficult. 

One of the things we do very well at XLMedia, which most 
companies don’t have the ability to do yet, is we work off of 
fandom. We own a site called ESNY in New York and New Jersey, 
then we own Crossing Broad in Pennsylvania. We partner with 
people in Illinois and Colorado –  so all the states that are legal  
– and then we work off of that. It’s not your core basic betting 
promo, it’s very specific to the local fanbase. And that really works 
well in terms of naturally converting fans to somebody who wants 
to bet on sports. I would say the key difference that XLMedia does 
compared to other sites is being able to access the fans of local 
states and teams: knowing the customer base and honing in on 
each state. 

With Arizona getting ready to launch soon this year,  
they announced they are going to allow up to 40 skins.  
That’s a massive number of sportsbooks. We see in New Jersey 
there are roughly 23-24 skins. You’ve got to remind yourself that  
the market can only support so many. It’s still early times in the  
US and everyone’s trying to figure their companies out... Bet365, 
even with all the money they have, they’ve yet to be really 
aggressive here in the US. Sometimes I think they are letting 
everyone do all the work for them before they’ll swoop in.

With over a year since the strike of Covid-19, what have sports 
betting firms learned from the pandemic?
I am not sure what they have learned from it. I think what  
everyone probably learned is to accept it. Imagine if a few years 
back, all of a sudden, the Euros announced they aren’t going 
forward. You wouldn’t believe it. But now, we have learned to 
accept that we have to put the health of these athletes in business  
as paramount. We have to be safe and we have to do things 
properly, and there’s been a natural acceptance to that.

In terms of sportsbooks, let’s imagine there’s an event for the 
Olympics and it gets cancelled. That will be used as a promotional 
opportunity, most likely. As an example, if you bet on Simone 
Biles and it gets cancelled or she left because she had Covid, 
sportsbooks will refund your bets with the ability to then use that 
money again on the site. I think sportsbooks have learned and 

found a way to be creative in knowing that they have someone 
who is participating on their site, and wagering, so you don’t want  
to lose them; you want to have high retention rates the best you 
can in this new environment.

I think they have found a way to make the best of a tough 
situation. It’s probably the greatest way of trying to become more 
creative with those refunds and promotions. When we first saw 
that a year or two ago. Pointsbet was the first one here in the 
States to do it. People didn’t understand it but now it’s become a 
common thing to see and I think it’s a good approach, especially 
with these new variants. We have to just be open to the fact that 
football is coming up but there may be some issues and things 
have a possibility of being delayed for a couple of weeks. We have 
learned it’s okay to move things back and everything will be alright  
in the best interest of others.

What would you say the long-term effects are for the industry?
If you want me to throw a little bit of a pessimistic spin on the 
effects of Covid-19, it would be the following: locally here the 
Philadelphia Phillies, only half of the team are vaccinated,  
and in college football we are now hearing the potential of team 
forfeiting games due to the vaccination level on the overall team. 
So out of all the positive things we said, there does seem to be the 
competitive side, with the conversation of ‘our team are vaccinated 
and ready to play and why should we reschedule because your 
team isn’t.’ I think we will probably see that play off here in one of 
the major sports or college sports in the US over the next month or 
two for sure.

It’s a high opinion at the time as we are still all waiting to find  
out the official FDA approval; here in the States it is very political,  
some people being Republicans and some Democrats. We can  
almost already see the political divide between teams or colleges  
in the different vaccination rates in the states. There is that collision 
across the political divide between the sports. It’s an unavoidable issue.

Finally, will you be attending G2E this year?
Any trip to Las Vegas is a good excuse!

“What we are seeing on a practical 
application of it is that UFC fights 

are doing huge numbers. Mega 
numbers. I don’t think most people 
understand the popularity of that 
sport or understand it has a very 
different user base and audience"
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campeón gaming 

“On the right path”
Campeón Gaming’s Giannis Katsavrias discusses his new role as Senior  
Affiliate Manager, from increased responsibilities and future plans, to the  

biggest challenges and most exciting moments

Giannis, congratulations on your new role. What are your 
responsibilities as Senior Affiliate Manager?
Thank you so much for your wishes. I was an Affiliate Manager 
for the past year at Campeón. However, my role was upgraded 
recently. This means I have more responsibilities when it comes to 
managing our affiliates’ accounts, since I am now mainly in charge 
of bigger networks. I am also the main point of contact for any new 
team members and any queries they might have when it comes to 
their interaction with affiliates; and, obviously, I am more focused 
on “affiliate hunting,” looking out for new affiliates to join our 
programme, scouting for rising stars etc. I was already in charge  
of many of these tasks; this promotion was more like a reward for  
my time at Campeón and what I’ve offered so far. It’s good to know  
I am part of a team that really appreciates my work.

How did you get into the industry?
As a matter of fact, with Campeón. Before joining CG, my experience 
was more focused on digital marketing, traditional marketing and 
event management across various industries. I was focusing more on 
start-up tech companies, in the fintech and cryptocurrency sectors, 
however I also have experience in the construction industry – always 
in digital marketing roles.

Campeón came during a time in my life when I wanted to do 
something different, evolve my skills and get out of my comfort 
zone. That’s when I was offered the Affiliate Manager position.  
Just like every other new beginning, this also had its difficulties, 
but I was already fascinated by this industry and it required one of  
my top skills: communication. I believe I learned pretty fast how 
affiliate marketing works, the industry’s affiliates, as well as the 
business, the company and its brands. Obviously, one and a half 
years is not enough time, and I still have so much to learn, but I 
believe I’m on the right path.

What do you enjoy most about the industry?
How fast this industry is; you find out about something new one  
day, and when you read more about it, a new thing has already 
been launched. You constantly learn something new, you have 
to evolve yourself to stay up-to-date with the latest trends and 
technological developments, and that’s something that intrigues 
me. Learning is, let’s say, my hobby; I always want to expand my 
knowledge and gather the latest information, and the iGaming 
industry is the best place to put that into practice.

What are the biggest challenges you face in your  
day-to-day role?
I think the biggest challenge and pleasure at the same time  
is my communication with the affiliates. I love the relationship  
I have built with affiliates over time. However, one of the  
challenges we face – especially with new affiliates – is building  
trust, and I believe this is a challenge that both us as affiliate 
managers and affiliates face. Nevertheless, once trust is set, the  
path into a mutually profitable partnership is self-sustaining.

What is your ambition in your new role?
I want to become one of the best at what I do and keep growing 
within Campeón. I have aspirations to grow and take on more 
and more responsible positions within the company; at the same 
time, I want to grow Campeón’s affiliate network, reputation and, 
of course, the team that manages these affiliates. I will be proud 
to know I played a significant part in this growth. 

And finally, what activities do you like to do when you are  
not working?
I am more of an outdoors guy, including hanging out  
with my friends for BBQs and early drinks, going on hiking  
excursions and I also love skiing during winter. Nevertheless, 
this past year, due to Covid restrictions that meant we all had  
to stay home, I enjoyed yoga lessons, listening to tons of music  
and podcasts, playing video games and watching movies  
and documentaries.

Giannis Katsavrias
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The upside of affiliate networks

ACROUD

Robert Andersson, Acroud CEO, speaks to Trafficology about Matching  
Visions, Voonix and how they fit into the wider Acroud picture

In January of this year, Acroud acquired both Matching Visions 
and Voonix to strengthen its market position. Can you give us an 
introduction into Matching Visions?
Matching Visions is an online affiliate network, predominantly focused 
on the casino market, but it also has sports, loan and finance options 
as well. We house hundreds of different online casinos, specialising in 
all kinds of countries; nowadays, we are focusing more on the 
European markets, including the Scandinavian, Eastern European 
markets and more. 

We house thousands of different online affiliates, in the wide 
range of channels – we have lots of setups and are very adaptable. 
However, we are strictly compliant, really trying to stick to GDPR 
and other regulations.
    Connection is important to us, and that is why we cater a 
special experience just for our affiliates. Matching Visions offers 
publishers access to the best REV share, CPA and Hybrid deals in 
the market. With monthly campaigns, competitions, specialised deals, 
and best of all, one payment for all your brands, so no chasing 
companies for your money.
    All relationships we create at Matching Visions are aimed at the 
long term. We believe that if you are happy and succeeding,  
then we are too; that’s why we strive for the best!

And Voonix?
Matching Visions and Voonix are linked together because they're 
partly built on the same technology. We’re primarily focused 
on the medium to large affiliates. All data is combined into one 
dashboard – that was the whole idea of Voonix. Every time an 

affiliate went out and wanted to go directly to the operator, 
they ran into that challenge that they had to collect all the data 
manually. So if you work with 100 different operators, you have one 
system where you can monetise all your affiliate programs.
    We started back in 2017 and now we have over 1,200 operators 
on the platform. It’s a time saver for the user; it gives you an overview 
of all your traffic, hopefully prompting better business decisions.  
So when we say save time, it’s also about saving resources and saving 
money. It will make it easier for you to make more money as you have 
a total overview of all your traffic sources.

What are the benefits of joining an affiliate network for      
smaller affiliates?
Matching Visions allows people to be something bigger.  
Whether it’s the casino or the affiliate, their success is our success.  
We’re not in anything on a short-term basis. So while that may 
disappoint some operators, we want to protect our affiliates and 
that’s the reason we’ve been so strong all these years. We really  
try to build and strengthen affiliates and their growth.  
We’re well-known for taking small affiliates and guiding them to 
being the best they can be. We try to instill a sense of community  
in Matching Visions.

We have worked with various large affiliates over the years,  
but our real specialty is the small-to-medium affiliates, which we 
help to grow. We really try ensure we stay ahead of trends, catering 
for a much larger variant of affiliates. We try our best to cater for you, 
whether you are somewhere in Africa or anywhere else in the world.

But are there any challenges to being part of a network,  
as opposed to being an independent affiliate?
The main disadvantage is we essentially look for small to medium 
affiliates, and the biggest disadvantage is once they’ve grown,  
they want to get to a much bigger size, hire their own staff and 
own management. Once they get to a much larger size, there is  
the potential of them wanting to do more on their own. But we  
try to turn a disadvantage into an advantage and introduce them  
to casinos and just use a referral from the casinos instead.  
That way both parties are happy, and the affiliate can do what  
they deem best for business. We’re very transparent in everything 
we do to ensure full trust from our affiliates and that’s what keeps 
our business running strong and having such a reputable name at  
the end of the day.

As a final word, where do these acquisitions now leave Acroud?
For us, having these guys as a part of our group gives us access to    
top-notch software. It also, of course, helps us build an ecosystem 
where we have a lower risk profile in the group, since we have 
different business areas. We believe software-based affiliation 
services is the future for a lot of us in this industry. So that’s the 
position we are going for with this acquisition.

ROBERT ANDERSSON
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HUDDLE: cASINO guru

“Zombie Casinos”
Tim Poole speaks to Casino Guru’s Social Media & Community 
Leader, Daniel Dolejsi, on the benefits of growing an online 
gambling community through web forums 

Could you tell us about Casino Guru’s community of users, 
which I understand has just surpassed 34,000 users?
I checked a few days ago and now we actually have over 43,000. 
What’s more important is that 20,000 of them came back to our 
website. It’s not just about the people who register; it’s more about 
the people who come back. Since April 2020 we’ve had over 8,500 
new posts from 1,700 unique users. The situation is quite steady; 
we have over 600 posts per month and it’s growing.

How important is the focus on retention to keep users 
coming back?
The most important thing is to make sure people return to the site. 
It’s quite expensive to get a customer or visitor from the website to 
the forum. It’s more expensive to make sure the player 
registers; it’s not about paying them, but it’s about 
the designers, user experience and making sure 
the user feels comfortable on the website 
without complications.

For communities and forums in general, 
it’s the players giving their opinion who have 
actually experienced the operator, rather than 
someone promoting the product without 
using it. How important or beneficial is it to 
have a forum of users when it comes to viewing 
operations and giving a full honest picture?

If a player complains (angry because they 
didn’t get paid, their winnings were voided or 
they claim the casino is a scam – sometimes 
they are right, the casino is a scam), we manage 
to clarify the situation. If a player informs us about 
a problem with a casino, we must investigate why. 
We need to figure out if the issue was on the player’s 
or the casino’s side; sometimes the casino simply has a 
few technical issues with payment providers – it doesn’t 
necessarily mean the casino is bad.

You mentioned angry customers and emails; is this 
a problem that affiliates wouldn’t have if they didn’t 
have such a big forum, and are there any extra challenges 
brought about by having a larger community?
It’s great having the forum and having the possibility to write 
user reviews. It gives a user space to contact us directly and 
publicly. So users know that whenever they write anything 
about the casino – it’s visible to everyone. If we just 
had a general email address with no forum, 
community or user reviews, we wouldn’t 
get these types of messages so often.

You’ve also implemented a ranking system; can you tell us 
more about this?
Customers get points for writing posts and reviews. Getting ‘likes’ 
from another user can get you a point; you can even get points 
for writing a complaint against a casino. But your complaint needs 
to be approved. It doesn’t mean you just create complaints and 
in turn receive points and achieve a higher ranking in the system. 
I’m considering a ranking system where you could reach a certain 
number and claim bonuses – or free spins or merchandise.

So that’s a ranking system that incentivises users; are there 
any plans to have a ranking system for brands where users can 
rank operators?

I don’t think the brand would be interested in getting ratings 
or collecting points. They don’t have time for it. The casino 

representatives are so busy, but they are happy when you 
tell them their brand has been mentioned on the forum.

The forums are available in 16 different 
languages, which might sound simple to a 
user, but localisation and translation is a 
time-consuming process. How do you go 
about this?
We use Google Translate. We have tools that 
help us minimise any incorrect translations. 
If your native tongue is English and you also speak 
Spanish, we don’t need to translate the post for 
you; so that’s something we ask at the beginning 

but you can also change it later or in the future.

So overall it can be quite simple for the forum 
translation but there are some subtleties to it here 
and there?
We have the forum in 16 languages. I’m sure the next one 

will be Indonesian because we have become quite popular in 
Indonesia. We have a lot of visitors on the website and social 
media too, so we need to implement automated translation 
for Indonesian language as well.

We discussed the topic of honesty of player reviews with 
your colleague Simon, on AffiliateCon. How does this 
affect the relationship with Casino Guru, and what is 
it like having a community of thousands that could 

potentially write negative comments?
If a casino is unfair to our players, we are not 

afraid of ending that relationship with the 
casino. Our main aim is to represent the 

the forum. It’s more expensive to make sure the player 
registers; it’s not about paying them, but it’s about 
the designers, user experience and making sure 
the user feels comfortable on the website 

For communities and forums in general, 
it’s the players giving their opinion who have 
actually experienced the operator, rather than 
someone promoting the product without 
using it. How important or beneficial is it to 
have a forum of users when it comes to viewing 
operations and giving a full honest picture?

If a player complains (angry because they 
didn’t get paid, their winnings were voided or 
they claim the casino is a scam – sometimes 
they are right, the casino is a scam), we manage 
to clarify the situation. If a player informs us about 
a problem with a casino, we must investigate why. 
We need to figure out if the issue was on the player’s 
or the casino’s side; sometimes the casino simply has a 
few technical issues with payment providers – it doesn’t 

You mentioned angry customers and emails; is this 
a problem that affiliates wouldn’t have if they didn’t 
have such a big forum, and are there any extra challenges 
brought about by having a larger community?
It’s great having the forum and having the possibility to write 
user reviews. It gives a user space to contact us directly and 
publicly. So users know that whenever they write anything 
about the casino – it’s visible to everyone. If we just 
had a general email address with no forum, 

I don’t think the brand would be interested in getting ratings 
or collecting points. They don’t have time for it. The casino 

representatives are so busy, but they are happy when you 
tell them their brand has been mentioned on the forum.

The forums are available in 16 different 
languages, which might sound simple to a 
user, but localisation and translation is a 
time-consuming process. How do you go 
about this?
We use Google Translate. We have tools that 
help us minimise any incorrect translations. 
If your native tongue is English and you also speak 
Spanish, we don’t need to translate the post for 
you; so that’s something we ask at the beginning 

but you can also change it later or in the future.

So overall it can be quite simple for the forum 
translation but there are some subtleties to it here 
and there?
We have the forum in 16 languages. I’m sure the next one 

will be Indonesian because we have become quite popular in 
Indonesia. We have a lot of visitors on the website and social 
media too, so we need to implement automated translation 
for Indonesian language as well.

We discussed the topic of honesty of player reviews with 
your colleague Simon, on AffiliateCon. How does this 
affect the relationship with Casino Guru, and what is 
it like having a community of thousands that could 

potentially write negative comments?
If a casino is unfair to our players, we are not 

afraid of ending that relationship with the 
casino. Our main aim is to represent the 
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casinos that are fair. An example of this is when a customer took 
out a bonus and lost all of the money. He had around $0.11 on his 
account and $0.20 is the minimum; he topped up and played with 
his own money. He won thousands but the casino claimed he had 
an active bonus, therefore the winnings were void. We explained 
that the player only had $0.11, but the casino voiced its terms 
and conditions – and that was that. This is something we can’t 
ignore and act as if it’s okay: that’s why we ask casinos to use  
their common sense. 

In a case like that, does having a community of users help 
make it easier to actually find these things out, as opposed  
to writing Casino Guru in-house reviews of the site?
Sometimes we get the same negative feedback on one certain 
casino, which means players have been experiencing similar  
issues. In these cases we contact the casino to find out the 
problem. Sometimes it’s temporary issues, so we report back to  
the community to reassure the customers. Sometimes we find out 
the casino is closed, or inactive. If such a casino had a good rating 
on our website, we would then decrease the ratings. It’s good to 
warn the other players so new ones don’t register. We call these 
types of casinos “zombie casinos.”

Finally, what advice would you give to an affiliate that either does 
not have a community of users and is thinking about this kind of 
approach/doesn’t have one, but is looking to start one up?
Having a community is the best way to build trust; it provides a 
tool for feedback. You build a community and a forum and get 
valuable feedback for free. However, if you think you can just 
create a forum on a free template and watch the community grow  
– it doesn’t work this way, you need to be there 24/7. Something 
we deal with on a daily basis is spam emails, fake ID sellers,  
even spammers offering you love spells! Be prepared for it and 
make sure you have anti-spam tools. Something you should keep 
in mind is this is not just about replying to messages from players.

“If a player complains (angry 
because they didn’t get paid, their 

winnings were voided or they claim 
the casino is a scam – sometimes 

they are right, the casino is a scam), 
we manage to clarify the situation”
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PLAY HARD
Roberto Carlos and Betwinner: 
The former Real Madrid and Brazil 
left-back talks business and leisure 
with Peter Lynch

Now wearing 
Betwinner colours: 

World Cup winner, 
two-time Copa 

America winner, 
three-time Champions 

League winner and four-time 
La Liga winner; Roberto Carlos 

undoubtedly boasts one of the most 
impressive major honours lists in football history. The ex-Real Madrid 
defender is world-famous for his thundering left-footed strikes 
and powerful bursts forward, as well as lifting the 2002 World Cup 
with Brazil.

Carlos was recently unveiled as official LATAM Brand 
Ambassador for online sports betting and casino operator 
Betwinner. Trafficology’s Peter Lynch spoke to the legendary 
left-back to find out what his new role involves, favourite 
moments from his career, and who he is backing for next 
year’s World Cup in Qatar.

What are your duties as official LATAM Brand Ambassador of 
BetWinner?
It is a great pleasure for me to be Betwinner’s Ambassador 
in Brazil and Latin America. My role is to create good brand 
awareness for the brand in these regions and I have been 
making references to our partnership on social media. Several 
campaigns have already been done, such as buses in São 
Paulo with my face and presence on a TV program. I am very 
happy with the agreement I have with the company and 
the professionalism of our relationship.

If you were placing a bet on the winner of the 2022 World 
Cup in Qatar, which country would you choose? 
Winning the World Cup is no easy task, there are many good 
and strong national teams, and that’s why it will be very hard 

to pick just one. I’m going to have to go with the ones that 
we all know always have big chances to win, like Italy, Brazil, 
Argentina, Germany, France. They are all strong contenders 
to win the World Cup.

You scored several incredible goals throughout your career,
but which is your favourite? 
Everyone chooses the free kick I scored in France, but if I have to 
choose one goal it would be the one against Tenerife; it required 
more skill, I had no angle to shoot and it was a great goal. 

Many of your best goals were free kicks, but who would you 
say is the best free kick taker of all time? 
David Beckham. I had the pleasure of playing with him and 
witnessing his free kick techniques. I played with many amazing 
players who could take great free kicks, whether at Inter, 
Real Madrid or the Brazil national team, but no one had the 
technique and ability to score free kicks like David Beckham.

It is probably impossible to pick just one, but what is the 
favourite ever trophy that you won? 
I’d say it’s the 2002 World Cup. I’ve won many trophies in 
my career and they all hold their importance, but being able 
to represent my country in a World Cup final, and winning it, 
is unique. 

Who is the best player you ever played with, and the best player 
you ever played against? 
I think the answer for those two would be Luis Figo, it was 
terrible playing against him. Thankfully, the president brought 
him to Real Madrid and I was able to play alongside him. I’d also 
like to mention Ronaldo as one of the best I’ve ever played with 
and, in my opinion, he is still the best in his position.
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